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Abstract
This scientific work researches the private law principles proceeding from essence of private law
and its ratio with the public law. The analysis of scientific thought classics analysis in the
specified sphere allows to reflect a scientific view point of authors in the matter as the category
"legal principle" takes the important place in law system, and the importance of the private-law
relations  for  the  state  activity  in  economic  area  determines  a  research  as  necessary  for
studying, both by lawyers-theorists, and experts lawyers. The considered problem reflecting
essence of private law through a prism of its legal principles shall be the base for the solution of
the  question  connected  with  methodological  and  uniform approach  to  determination  of  a
subject, the place, an essence of the private law principles in the general law theory. The
annotated  scientific  work  discloses  characteristic  features  of  the  private  law  principles,
emphasizing their close connection and inherence from the principles of the public law and its
principles in particular. This work represents the balanced scientific work exerting impact on
development of the delivered problem that is useful to the students studying in "Law" and also
for court practice.
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